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NEW YORK WORLD
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PLEADS NOT

L SESSION

S

CHANGE OF COUNTY SEAT III SIERRA TO
GUILTY

Arraigned for Criminal Libel in Connection with Alleged Panama
Canal Exposures.
New York.

N. Y., March 15.

OE LEFT TO TOE

Hi

OF TOE PEOPLE

The

Press Ppblishlng Co.,- publishers of
the New York World, through Its
-

House Swears in

counsel, Delancy Nicoll, pleaded not
guilty in federal court today to the
charge of criminal libel in the Paiv
ama Canal case.
The counsel for Caleb Van Hamm
editor of the World, entered a plea of
not guilty to a similar charge on his
AGAIN behalf. Counsel was granted a week
to prepare special pleadings as to the
jurisdiction of the court.

Seventy New
Members
CAHNON

SPEAIR

Interesting Lottery for Seats GRAFT INVESTIGATIONS
Clark Gives
Champ
Democrats Talking to.

sixty-firs-

1.

Washington, D. C, March 15. Precisely at noon today an extraordinary
t
Congress,
session of the
railed bv President Taft for the pur
pose of enacting tariff legislation be
gan. As is always the case, witn tne
convening of a new Congress, great
crowds were attracted to the Capitol
The Interest of today's proceedings in
the Senate centered on the new vice
president. Mr. Sherman, and the
swearlnc in of Senator Stephenso
of Wisconsin, who had been
after a bitter fight. At the other end
of the Capitol, however, a different
situation was presented. The House
new members
with its seventy-seveliad to organize and this took consid
erable time. While this was being
done. Alexander McDowell, clerk, act
officer.
With the
d as presiding
in
members
by
of
in
groups
swearing
states completed, the House entered
imon the work of the election of a
speaker. There seemed no doubt that
Joseph G.-- Cannon would be
in soite Of the "Insurgents'" move
ment asainst him. "Aside from the
question what would be done with
the rules, the greatest solicitude was
shown in the outcome of the biennial
lottery for seats. This always is an
Interesting ceremony.,
cnamp tiar nas visions.
Washington, D. C, March 15. The
Democratic caucus
today chose
Champ .Clark of Missouri as it can
didate for speaker. In a speech Clark
urged his party associates to stand
together as the country is expecting
much of them. The immediate future
of the Democratic party is in their
lceeping. "Recent events have demonstrated that the Republican party
is disorganized,
disgruntled and at
loggerheads generally," he said. "Let
us close up our ranks, present a solid
front and demonstrate to the world
that we are worthy of the high vocation wherein we are called."
Senate Committees.
Washington, D. C, March 15. Sen
ator Hale, chairman of the Republican
caucus of the Senate, today
the following as the member
the
of
Republican committee to
ship
select standing committees in the Sen
ate: "Aldrich, chairman; Kean, Mc- Cumber, Crane, Flint, Sutherland, Curtis, Borah and Dixon. The committee immediately proceeded to reorganize the committees.
Washington. D. C. March 15. The
fight on the rules began when
of Penneylvania offered a reso
lution making the rules of the last
houses those for the present session.
on
The Democrats forced a
motion for the previous question resulting in 194 to 188, shutting off debate. The roll wag then called on
adoption of the resolution.
The resolution was defeated 139 to
193, thus accomplishing the success of
the insurgents. Clark questioned the
right of Dalzell to stand at the speakand a
er's desk during the
heated argument resulted, creating a
scene in the House which finally ended with an excess of bitterness. At
and afthe conclusion of the
ter the announcement of the result,
Clark offered a resolution providing
for the appointment of a committee
of fifteen to amend the rules and
with modifications making the old
rules applicable for the present. Clark
moved the previous question on adoption of his resolution and the
was ordered. The House refused
to order the previous question by 179
to 203, with the result of the matter
again left in the air. After the Clark
resolution was disposed of, the House
had a protracted debate on the resolutions by Fitzgerald amending the
rules in a slighter degree.
After nominating a full list of officers the House caucus adjourned until 8 o'clock tonight.
sixty-firs-

n

Dal-sel- l,

roll-ca-

roll-ca-

roll-ca-

Bills This Forenoon

Council Refuses
to Adopt House Resolution
Asking for Congressional
Investigation of New
Mexico.

AT PITTSBURG

Washington, D. C, March 15 Jowas reseph G. Cannon of Illinois
of the
House
elected speaker of the
204
t
receiving
Congress,
votes, Champ Clark 166, Cooper of
Wisconsin 8, Esch of Wisconsin 1,
Norris of Nebraska 2, and Hepburn
of Iowa

Governor Curry Signed a Number of

Governor Curry this morning disposed of every measure that has thus
March Grand Jury Will Meet In Spe far reached him from the legislature.
COUNCIL.
cial Session for Drag-Ne- t
Purposes.
Monday Forenoon.
Every member, with Hie exception
Pittsburg, Pa., March 15. Judge L. of Mechem, wag present ,vhen PresiL. Davis today authorized the use of
dent Spiess called the Council io or
the March Grand Jury, which was call der.
ed into extra session, for "drag-ne- t
After committee
reports,
purposes in connection with the mu
ConResolution No. 7, askln-Joint
This
nicipal corruption scandal.
comfor
a
of
the
gress
appointment
opens the way, it is said, for impor
mittee to investigate charge- against
tant graft developments.
the officials and people of New Mexico, was reported by a majority of the
HANDING MORE BOU-- 1
n
steering committee, with the
Hewitt
be
tabled.
it
that
QUETS TO THE DEFENSE
spoke in favor of adopting the resolution.
Catron made an eloquent deIn
CooperProsecuting Attorney
of New Mexico
fense
of
Sharpe Trial at Nashville Calls
against the charges and reviewed
Them Assassins of Facts.
briefly the visit of the Beveridge committee severe-year- s
Genago and tho
15.
March
Nashville, Tenn.,
eral McCarn today finished the clos charges, ofSpecial Attorney Ormsby
McHarg, not sparing the methods of
ing argument in the Cooper-Sharp- e
murder trial and the court adjourned the federal government through its
until tomorrow when the charge to special and secret agents. Prince said
the jufry will be delivered. McCarn he found himself in the peculiar posi
maintained that Carmack was shot tion of agreeing with the language of
in the back and that the defendants the majority report, but not Us conthat "the
said
were "not only assassins of Carmack, clusions.
He
has been villifled bebut they were also cowardly assas Territory
do
"I
endurance."
sins of facts."-- ,
all
yond
not expect anything fair from Senator
GROCERS FAVOR
Beveridge," he said, "but we have
RAILROAD COMMISSION nothing of which to be ashamed, and
The wholesale grocers who met in nothing to be afraid of." A running
convention at the Palace hotel Sat- debate between Catron and Prince,
urday adopted the following resolu provoked bursts of eloquence, Catron
investition:
holding that a request for an
Resolved, That the Wholesale Gro gation would hamper and delay state- cers' Club go on record as being in .nnA nrv.ua phupp
held that the de- .
uuuu,
favor of a territorial railroad commis .
onaat wnn fl hp. inter-- '
sion whose duty it shall ue to take
preted "as if this Council is arram
the Interstate Commerce of an investigation President spiess
up with
Commission any grievances of New
said that if he had the least doubt
Mexico shippers and that a committee
that the investigating commmee
be appointed by the president to look
would be headed by Senator Albert J.
into the bill now pending in the legis
of Indiana and would
lature and if found satisfactory urge Beveridge
but a tissue of a false
anything
its. passage, or to assist in redrafting
would vote for the resolu
he
hood,
a bill that will be satisfactory.
added that the Democratic
The president appointed R. E. Put tion. He
Mexico is opposed to
New
of
ney, C. N. Cotton and George Arnot party
statehood and has been insidiously
as the committee.
working with the Senate committee
on territories against statehood.
The majority report was adopted
ANGELES
and the resolution tabled 7 to 4,
votPrince, Upton, McBee and Hewitt was
debate
The
ing in the minority.
one ot me moot
HAS A MAYOR session thug far. The deteatea resolution reads as follows:
House Joint Resolution No. 7.
certain charges were
rocom-mendatio-

the-peopl-

,

re-no- rt

LOS

iuiciv6

Angry People Force
Council to Make
Selection

ll

roll-ca-

ll

Delegate Andrews Is Right On Deck.

Special to The New Mexican.
.
Washington, D. C, March 15. Delegates Andrews of New Mexico and
Cameron of Arizona, in the Republican caucus today voted for Speaker
Cannon and for the rules of the House
as desired by the Regulars.

made before the United States Senate Committee on Territories against
Territhe officials and people of the
tory of New Mexico; and.
Whereas, the people of the Terri
that
tory of New Mexico are desirous
said charges be fully investigated;
"1
and,
Whereas, the people of the Terri
tory believe that they are entitled to
statehood and that they are capable
of governing themselves, making and
administering their own law, and that
a full investigation by an unprejudiced committee will clearly establish the rights of the Territory to
statehood and the fitness of its people
therefore, be it
for
Resolved by the House of Repre
sentatives, the Council concurring,
that the president of the iSenate of
the United States, and the Speakn of
he House of Representatives of tne
United States be and they are hereby
requested to appoint a special com
mittee to investigate conditions in the
Territory of New Mexico and the fit
ness of the people of said Territory
for statehood, and that such investi
gation be made prior to December
1st next ensuing; and be it further
Resolved, that the Governor of the
inTerritory be and he hereby is
structed to transmit a copy of this
resolution to the president of the
of
United States, to the
the United States, and to the speaker
of the House of Representatives of
'

W. D. STEPHENS iS CHOSEN

Attempt to Elect Republican

ll

ll

Whereas,

Politician Defeated by
Morning Pepers.

Los Angeles, Calif., March 15. W
Stephens was selected unanimously
by the city council as mayor to serve
Until March 26th, the date set for
the recall election. Stephens was
present and in a speech accepted the
office and was sworn in at once
Three cheers were given him by the
crowd, jubilant over the happy out
come of the strained situation. The
temper of the people who throneed
the city hall previous to the meetine
of the council was evidently one not
to be trifled with and an air of suppressed excitement was everywhere
evidenced. It was reDorted that ther.
was a plan on foot to select George A.
Smith, a worthy Republican noJiti- cian and former councilman: The
morning papers assailed the record
of Smith and denounced the attempt
to elect him as Harper's successor as
a part of the "machine conspiracy" the United States.
to defeat the recall movement.
Report of Committee.
of the Council
, The majority report
SAYS GOVERNMENT IS WRONG. Steering Committee follows:
Your committee, to whom was re
Grain and Elevator Men Believe The ferred House Joint Resolution, return
Reserve Is Overestimated.
the same with a recommendation that
Omaha, March 15. Practically all it be not passed. The reason for this
the grain and elevator men in the action is that an invitation to the
state say that the government's re- National Senate and House of Repre
port on the grain reserve si absurdly sentatives to investigate conditions in
high. The Omaha Elevator company, this Territory would be a confession
which haa branches throughout the that our condition is such that - it
state, say the report on wheat . and should be looked into, while we do not
oats Is 15 per cent too high,
admit that any investigation of our
D.

vice-preside-

--

condition or affairs calls for any in
vestigation such as the said resolution
suggests should be made.
We are American citizens, who
while iu a government under tutelage
possess nil the pride of character,
rectitude of conduct, resentment to
wrongs on us and determination to
be manly, that is possessed in any
ftate of the Union; our people have
been at all times loyal to the Union,
they have patiently endured the scandals and abuse which frequently
been heaped on us by those in the
East who know nothing about us and
especially by a committee of the
United States Senate who visited our
Territory to find reasons for not recognizing our rights to statehood,
which committee avoided as much as
possible mingling with the better
class of New Mexico population and
refused to stop at places and see men
whose character and standing would
have removed any doubts they may
possibly have had to our right to be
received into the Union. We do not
wish any committee to come here to
repeat what that committee did and
that on isolated and surreptitiously obtained facts, which any intelligent
man must have known did not fairly
or in the most remote degree represent our condition, and thereon take
up days and weeks in villifying, traducing and misrepresenting us. Our
condition can as well be ascertained
without a committee coming here;
the Territory is filled with federal

secret

agents,

-holder's

service

spies and many good and some bad
residents who can give thorn all the
niiia-iui-

,

.

iiruu.

i

We know that it is not from any
belief that we are not fitted for statehood that we have been kept out
of statehood, but is from a purely
selfish motive on the part of eastern
states, who fear that in our independence we will not be subservient to
their will, but that two senators from
our midst will represent western interests and not eastern greed. We
believe that many members of Conmen have
gress who are
been deceived by the garbled and unfairly obtained facts made up and represented to them through the Senate
committee, which made a flying trip
here and only hunted for facts to enable them to slander us. There is not
a state or city in the Union where
they could not in the same manner
fair-minde- d

have

picked

a

up

worse
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LEGISLATIVE MEAS-

Couicil Passes Indeterminate Sentence
Law. Pioneer Home to Be Estab-- ;
Bill Signed by
lished ot Prescott.
the Governor.
Phoenix, Ariz., March 15. Morgan's
liability or fellow servant
personal
law passed the house and now goes
to the governor.
The council passed the territorial
highway bill, the bill requiring monthly payments, the butcher license bill,
of
a bill providing
for inspection
and
appropriating
dairy products,
$5,000;
providing for :a deputy in DEVASTATEWHOLE
VILLAGES
county school superintendents' offices,
the indeterminate sentence act, the
bill if
railroad taxation exemption
roads are constructed within a year, Outrages Perpetrated Along
making wife abandonment a felony,
Russian Border in Centhe Sutter county seat removal act,
tral Asia.
the bill providing that mining companies can sign petitions; and an act
for the
payment of taxes.
St. Petersburg, March 13. A disA delegation of colored people called on Governor Kibbey today asking patch to Novo Vretnya, from Julfa, on
him to veto the bill for the segrega- the frontier between Persia and Rustion of pupils in the schools.
sia, says that 1,000 Persian governThe Morris bill establishing a Pio- ment horsemen and 500
infantrymen
neer Home at Prescott has been signon Julfa, devastating
are
marching
has
An
effort
ed by the governor.
been made at several sessions to have villages in their path, and shooting
this home established, but it has al- down people. Already ten villages,
ways failed heretofore.
four of them inhabited by Russian
The wolf bounty law has been sign
have been pillaged and
ed by the governor. It provides a re- subjects,
burned.
The
are ruthlessly
troops
duction of the bounty on wild cats
the fleeing peasants.
Many
from $5 to $1 and will save the killing
women
on
children
their
carrying
each
dollars
thousand
county several
year. The bill was one of the first their backs, were made to swim the
introduced into the house but was Araxes river to the Russian side and
amended several times by both houses were then shot down.
A resolution was adopted
before it was sent to the governor.
pledging
the
Seat
members to support their DemoRemoval.
County
The Sutter bill providing that min- cratic leader, in the efforts to overing companies may sign petitions for throw the preserit "arbritary rules of
elections on removal of county seats the House and adopt rules that will
is occupying the center of the stage enable the majority of representatives
and a number of people from Bisbee in Congress to legislate." To accom-plis- h
this end, resolutions to favor
are in the city to try to have the bill
passed. The present seat of Cochise the enlargement of the rules commitis Tombstone, and Ben Goodrich in tee to fifteen to be elected by , the
the council is opposed to the bill. Un members of the house and a thorough
der the present law mining companies and complete revision of the rules
cannot sign.
themselves, were adopted. The present rules were denounced as a "maPersonal Liability Bill.
The Morgan bill making corpora chine intended to thwart and destroy
tions liable for injuries to employes the representative character of the
even though the result of negligence house and enable the speaker absoor incompetence of fellow employes is lutely to control legislation regardless
being fought hard by mining corpora of the will of the majority."
tions.
It is claimed by the labor
unions that if this bill is passed that
MAN WITH THE
cheap alien labor will not be imported,
Lsbor advocates are here with long
GOLDEN NOSE DEAD
petitions for the passage of the bill.

Women and Child

ren Massacred
Without Mercy

semi-annu-

GOVERNOR DEEN
STOPS PRIZE FIGHT

Beyond.
Lexington, Ky., March 13. Patrick
Lamphear, one of the most widely
known Bourbon whiskey experts in
America, died of pneumonia
last
His skill in denight, aged
termining the quality of whiskey and
recognizing the age and brand by
their odor, gained him the sobriquet:
"The Man With the Golden Nose.''

P

LEGISLATIVE THUMB
NAIL SKETCHES

E

con-

.

May Involve Entire
Republic of

France

g

Anglo-Saxon-

Post-offic- e

d

Patrick Lampshear, Bourbon Whiskey
Expert Is Called to the Great

Norris of Lazewell
County That Boxing Bout Shall
Not Take Place.
Peoria, 111., March 15 It is report
ed that Governor Deneen has written
Sheriff Norris of Lazewell county not
to allow the right between Danny
Goodman and Kid Farmer scheduled
to take place at Pekin tonight.

Writes Sheriff

glomeration of facts they claimed
IS
to
found
here.
They
have
did not desire to find anything
in our favor nor did they make
an effort to do so, but have kept up
their traducing us by receiving very
Mely statements which have been
crueiiy injurious to us from persons
whose conduct here would not bear
the scrutiny of an impartial investigation. We stand on our rights and in
dependence of character, the rectitude
of our dealings and acts, and chalPEACE
TO
KEEP
lenge any of our traducers to meet us TROOPS
openly and make and substantiate any
unfavorable charge against us which
could not be made good in any one of
Government Employes Comthe Btates or in any city. It is beneath our dignity to be investigated.
plain of Minister of Post
New Mexico knows her people to be
and Telegraph.
loyal and as honest, moral, intelligent,
as any
industrious and
other people under the sun and needs
Paris, March 15. Paris is in susno investigation to prove or disprove pense today concerning the likelihood
of a general strike of telegraphers
it.
buin
While, we feel that senators in the and telephone employes All the
office.
branches
reaus
of
the
post
to
these
East who have given ears
A
involved.
slurs against New Mexico and her of these services are
situto
consider
the
meeting
general
people have greatly wronged us, we
believe' that they are in the main fair ation has been called for tonight. The
service already has been considerably
and honorable men. They could not
A detachment of poafford to be otherwise. They are the disorganized.
lice and municipal guards surround
developembodiment, of that great
A
the general branch post offices.
ment coming from the race of Purof infantry also camped in
regiment
who
itans, Dutch and
the court yard of the general post
have done most to build up and make office.
Employes lay most of their
great and honor our whole country. woes at the door of M. Simyan, under
We esteem them for their greatness,
secretary of posts and telegraphs,
for their wisdom and enterprise, but
he systematically prevented
claiming
regret that they have allowed them- them from obtaining increases of salselves to be misled by garbled and aries to which
they were entitled.
We hope
unfairly gathered facts.
Strike Spreading.
that they will in the future do us jusParis, March 15. The difficulty
tice by discarding their false impres- with the
telegraphers of the
sions and that they will aid this govresulted in rioting
Department
ernment to open its arms and receive
today when at noon the new shifts
us into the family of states which, came on
duty. The windows in the
like the Trinity make up a single en
buildings were smashed, many instru
tity. We appeal to them as honorable ments demolished and amid a scene
men,
men, wishing to do of
great excitement and confusion, the
right, to do us justice and no to tol police, who had been concealed in tlie
erate slanders and vituperation and basement of th
building of the Cen
tral station rushed in and made many
arrests.
(Continued On Page Eight).
fair-minde-

OF

URES IN ARIZONA

sixty-fiv-

e.

Rough Rider Incidents At the legislative banquet given on Saturday
evening by Governor Curry, interesting incidents of the war with
Spain were recalled. Colonel W. H.
that the first
H. Llewellyn related
American blood shed on Cuban soil,
outside of that of Ensign Beglay at
Guoantononio, was that of Sergeant
George W. Armijo of the Rough Riders, the present probate clerk of
Santa Po County. Sergeant Armijo"
was wounded at Las Guasimas. Hon.
W. E. Martin, district clerk of the
Third Judicial District, who had Just
returned from Las Cruces where he
represented Governor Curry at the dedication of the new National Guard
Armory last Thursday evening, has in
his possession a telegram sent him
by Governor Curry, just commissioned
to raise a troop of Rough Riders in
New Mexico, asking Martin' to enlist
in his troop, being the first man whom
Governor Curry asked to do this.
When Hewitt Helped to Kill To be
accused to helping to kill a man is
a very serious matter, vet neverthe
less that is what once happened to
John Y. Hewitt, member of the Council... Hewitt, some years ago, went to
Alamogordo to try a case before Judge
E. A. Mann. Judge Sherry, a resi
dent and prominent attorney of that
town, was assisting him in the case.
Preceding the trial of the case, Judge
Sherry took occasion to introduce
Hewitt to Judge Mann and nearly
took both Hewitt and Mann off of
their feet when he stated, "Hewitt,
here, once helped me and others to
kill a man back in the 70's." Judge
Mann, so the story goes, bore a most
puzzled expression which was only
displaced when Sherry went on to
explain that back in 1872. he ani
Hewitt were delegates to the convention held in Cincinnati, which nominated Horace Greely for the presi- dency. "Thus," said Sherry, "you can,
understand how we helped kill a man,
for it is commonly known that Greely grieved so much over his defeat,
that his grief soon caused his death.
Had we not nominated him, he prob
ably would n,ot have died so soon."

--
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MINOR CITY TOPICS 1

The Big

Established 1856.

J8JSX.JgXS2SCJCXJS
Denver, Colo., March 13. The
weather forecast for New Mex- ico: Fair weather tonight and
Tuesday, with rising tempera- ture.

With The Great Regulations Of

X
X
N
X

Appointed Deputy Assessor Iran-nuilinLabadie. well known in Santa
Fe, has been appointed deputy assess
or of Guadalupe county.
Farm House Destroyed bv Fire
Fire caused by a defective chimney,
on last
erinesuay aesiroyea ine res-- i
idence of Trinidad Romero, about a
mile northeast of Estancia.
Death of Industrial Agent Thomas
C fin rl in eton. Industrial atrent of the
seSanta Fe Railroad, who spent consid
T Woman who suffer from
vere headaches, and all disea-e- s
erable time in Santa Fe, during the
due to a torpid liver, should
past few years, died at La Junta, Colonot fill their stomach with calrado, last week.
omel and other drugs.
Clovis Celebrating Its Greatness
HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
The New Mexican is in receipt of an
Biliousness, Constipation, Chills
artistically printed Invitation to atand Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
tend the grand ball to be given on
and all Liver Complaints.
March 17. St. Patrick's Dav. bv the
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Clovis Chamber of Commerce jointly
Falls, Tex. writes : I find Her-biwith the railroads officials and emthe best liver corrective I
ployes, to celebrate the creation of
ever
tried.
It has done my fathe county of Curry and the great-- ,
and
myself a world of
mily
j
ness of Clovis.
good. I recommend it to my
friends."
Good Bill at Opera House At the
- PRICE 80c.
Opera House tonight there will be
two "Edison" feature films, one, an
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
incident of the Revolution entitled
"An Army of Two," the other "Lew
ST. LOUIS,
MO.
Dockstadter In Minstrel
Mishans"
This shows Lew too late for the train
and his attempt to reach the theater
Sold and Recommended by
In time for show. Also "The French
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Guard's Bride" and "The Diabolical
best bills as yet presented to our
folpatrons this season.
day afternoon after reporting the
Gonzales,
Simon
Very Cold at Roswell and Las lowing indictments:
Cruces According to the Roswell Ifor larceny of 100 sheep; Ystalio
Daily Record of last Friday, Roswell Muniz and Henriques Valdez, for
naa six inches of snow during the stealing horses, grand larceny and
recent storm and the lowest tempera- larceny; Ystalio Muniz, for stealing
ture was nineteen degrees above zero 'and carrying away fifteen silver
or about the same as it was at Santa bracelets; Francisco Pacheco, Tran- Fe. Harm was done to the
Manuel Tortolito and
early vari-eits- e jsito Romero,
of peaches that were in full Cruz Calabaza, Santo Domingo Pueblo
bloom. At El Paso, the
weap-io- n
temperature Indians,.1. for flourishing deadly
on Saturday dropped to 2.1
of
the
P. McNulty, manager
at
In
14 miles south of1
the Mesilla valley peach degrees
and pear Turquoise mines,
trees in full bloom were
John Simonson and John
At Santa Fe;
a steer unlawfully;
Las Cruces it was 14 damaged.
Alter,
killing
degrees above
V. Armijo, obtaining a war-- I
and late pears and
.'George
peaches were kill- rant by false pretense, and, Cleve
DAILY WEATHER
jAVoodall for killing an ass.
REPORT.
Santa Fe, N. M., March
14, 1909.
The maximum
(Continued On
Eight.)
temperature was 45
degrees at 2:45 p. m.; the minimum
temperature was 16 degrees at
o

Clean cut,

smart, correct in

I

style, of good quality in fabric
and tailoring, and accurate in
fit these are the important
things that our HART-SIIAFF- .
NER it MARX .clothes give a
man, and they're exactly the
things you want.
"TiiereVno 'reason !why you
should'nt have them; we've
gat the clothes here for you, and
they'reready for wearing, and
they fit, and they are easy to
pay for.
You ought tc see some of the
new late models, and soaie of the
smart new colors and patterns

I

Overcoats $17.50 to $30.00
THIS STORE IS THE HOME OF
HAET-SCHAFFNE- R

MARX ?CLOTHES.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

On notei, diamonds and jewelry as ow as 10 and as Wh as I208.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to or a year. Rates art
Call and see us Derore Dorrowmi.
reasonable.

Win. FARAfl

at SALMON Store

NATAHN SALMON.
rfan Francisco 6treet.
The largest ud

r

the only

up-to-d-

Phone

itore in Santa Fa.

'"ean temperature was 30
;
degrees; the departure from normal
tne relative humidity
"a:0 a." urees;
at
m., wa3 63 per cent; the
relative humidity at 6 p. m. was 38
ptr
cent, the, relative huniid'tv, averse
for the day was 48 per cent.
There
"
uniy a trace of snow on the
ground at 6 p. m. The lowest
ature during last night, was bm,,.
'a.
grees. There was no precipitation for
me
hours ending aj 6 a. m. today.
The temperature at. fi a m no,. ,n

STRAWBERRIES
FIRST SHIPMENT RECEIVED
THURSDAY

u

4TH.

MARCH

24 degrees.
DAILY WEATHER

Will Continue as they

careful

women use

IU35QKlg

,',

Co.

Wholesale anfl Retail Dry

Ms.

We Represent the Folloing Well Known Lines.
M. BORN & CO

FRED KAUFFMANN
WANAMAKER & BROWN
HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

Winter

Grocery Co.
Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

Court
The
District
territorial
grand jury was discharged on Satur- -

No. 40.

ndisestion
CALL

AJ3D

SEE FOE YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
M

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

3
3.
dyilL

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

I

i.

A. B, C.

TREFOUSSE& Cc.

Snoop's

STRIPLING-BURROW-

,

'

Boys

Clotiinf

Kid Gloves

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department
P O Box

FOR

291.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

Are You Ready
FOR SPRING HOUSE CLEANING

If You Are
SEE THE

UP-TO-DA-

TE

STYLES AND COLORS

AT THE

No

WOOD-DAVI-

STORE

S

'"BWBaaBBBBl
U.InAIHMANN

I4tt Red

AND LEAVE
ORDERS FOR

TO DO YOUR
WORK.

EXLUSIVE DESIGNS IN ROOM
DECORATION

Phone
No 14

w

GUARANTEED

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

AGENTS WANTED
WOULD $5 A DAY LOOK GOOD TO YOU?
Live men and women earn large incomes

selling our latest importations; silk opera
scarfs, merry widow waist patterns, etc.,
easy sales! big profits; no competition.
exclusive territory. H.
Write quick for
fc
SONS.
GOLDBERG
OMAHA NEBRASKA.

IMPORTERS,

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds

it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the

same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
tiiey can alwa y s rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the.
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.

Sole AstencvjPor

Z3INTERNATIONAL STO0K1FOOD'
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT SSEDS
The only exclusive grain house In Santa Fe N. M.

I

FO IllwIWVII
HFPf H

H. C. YQNT7

MorotiuQ

mMllPi.
.wuiLrr.ATnfli

ifl

Mens

Motif

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases

UTZ & DUNN,
WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON

CREAM & MILK

Stomach trouble Is but a symptom of, and not
tn itself a true disease. We think of Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
they are symptoms only of a certain specific
Noire sickness nothing else.
It was this fact that first correctly led Dr. Shoot
in thn creation of that now vctrv nnnnlar Stomach
Remedy Dr. Snoop's Restorative. Going direct
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that succesi
and favor to Dr. Snoop and his Restorative. With
out that original and highly vital principle, no
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be bad,
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Shoop'i
Restorative Tablets or Liquid and see for your,
self what it can and will do. We sell and cheer,

fully recommend

Trail

GEO G. SNOW

FRESH EGGS
Telephone

m.

j

Mess Maie to Order

MONARCH )
CLUETT f

O.K. BARBER SHOP

M. V. & CENTEE BUTTER

Incorporated 1903

SKALKD PROPOSALS will be received
nt this ofllce until 2 p. in.. March 23, 1909. On
the followinif articles: lootons of anthracite
and 100 tons of bituminous coal. Removing
35 cubic yards of rubbish. Miscellaneous
supplies and ice. For blank proposals or
information call on H. P, BARDS HAR,
Custodian, U. S. Federal Buildlntf. Santa
Fe, N. M.

REPORT,
MRS. OTTO RETSCH,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 13, 1909.
The maximum temperature was 42
degrees at 3:20 p. m.; the minimum
temperature was 18 degrees at 5 a.
m.; the mean temperature was 30 deFIVE CHAIR- Sgrees ; the departure from normal was WITH T. W.
Roberts, E H Baca
8 degrees; the relative humidity at
Al G. Slaughter
S.
F.
Rivera,
6 a. m. wag 80 per cent; the relative
M.
W.
and
6
Perry
m.
36
was
per cent;
humidity at p.
class
barbers in charge. Call "ar d
the relative humidty, average for the All first
us a trial at O. K. Barber Shop
give
day, was 59 per cent. There was only
247 SanSlFrancisco Street
a trace of snow on the ground at 6 p.

get Better

1909.

15,

Seligman Bros.

ne

Suits $18.00 to $30.00

&

All

MARCH

MONDAY,

DIAMONDS
ia difficult to find. But you can al
ways be sure of finding the very bea
lumber in large quantities and great
Ca.aav.fotiMx ',ot
variety at our yards. Should you fa
vor us with an order it will receive
MEXICAN
our Immediate attention, and we can
quote you some very Interesting prices RIGHT SERVICE
on high grade lumber of all kinds.

Z

WATCHES

FILIGREE

Eyas Tatted and
Fitted

JEWELER-Y-

By

Method.

CUT Ql ASS, CHINA AND IIVERWAM.
S4t tan Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

CO.

For compounding comes from long experience
careful training and the means of selecting drugs
of the best quality. Our facilities, our equipment
our experience, and a complete stock of all drugs
and chemicals especially invite your prescription
Phone.
trade to
No. 213

i

1G

ac

1

ta

We uaeSqulbbe &
Mercka Chemicals I
Exelualvely

MONDAY,

MARCH

DECIDE YOURSELF.
The New Mexican Printing comol
a
on
hand
has
large supply
pany
pads and tablets suitable for school The Opportunity Is Here, Backed by
Santa Fe Testimony.
work, the desk, and also tor lawyers
nd merchants; good every whera. We
5111 sell them at 5 cents In took form.
Don't take our word for it.
Don't depend on a stranger's state
The New Mexican Frtamg company ment.
is prepared to furnish cards de vlte Read Santa Fe endorsement.
or ladles and for gentlemen on short
Santa Fe
Read the statements o
notice In first class style at reasonable citizens.
irices, either engraved or printed.
And decide for yourself.
Call at the New Mexican PrintlngcomHere is one case of it:
Mrs. fiernarda Rivera de Escudero,
1066 Griffin street. Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
says: "As a general tonic and a cure
TO USING
for all troubles arising from the mo
neys and back, I know of no remedy
THE
man
more worthy of confidence
a
about
Pills.
For
year
Doan's Kidney
I was bothered by a weakness and a
dull ache across my loins and kidneys.
I tired easily and the patns tnat aifected me were very distressing. Alt
er using two boxes of Doan's' Kidney
Pills, which I urocured at stripling
and Burrows" drug store, the pains
relieved, my back was strength
They Are The Best were
ened and my health became better in
every way. I am indeed grateful to
For all Coughs and Colds,
Doan's" Kidney Pills for the great
"
Diarrhoea, both in children and
I have received from them."
benefit
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

NOTABLE

B

I

In

lie found

Medicine

Compounded

Solely, By

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
OF NEW MEXICO.

New Mexico

Central

f

.

,

f

INTERNATIONAL.

Dealers

J

n

For Sale by all Druggists and
.

m

Sixty choice spirits gathered about
the banquet board on Saturday eveof
ning at the Palace hotel, the guests
a
dinner
at
Governor George Curry,
and
given in honor of the legislators
their distinguished guest, Hon. Gifford Pinchot. chief forester of the
United States. In addition to the de-'- '.
lectable viands served by Mine Host
.
. P
.....
j
was, iu nniircO
William vauguu, mere
a flow of wit and eloquence that made
the occasion a memorable one,
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
The table was in the shape of a
United
for
sole
the
New York,
,
agents
and at the center of the long arm
States.
sat Hon. Gifford Pinchot with GoverRemember the name Doan's and nor Curry at his left and Hon. Powell
take no other.
Stackhouse to his right, while at the
Colonel
right of Mr. Stackhouse sat
It Is an admitted tact tnat real es- W. H. H. Llewellyn and to the left of
A.
tate, financial men and merchants all Governor Curry was Speaker E.
sat
table
the
of
foot
the
At
and
retmltsare
best
Miera.
say that quickest
the New Master of Ceremonies Adjutant Genobtained
by advertising
eral R. A. Ford, while at the upper
Mexican,
end of the long arm sat Hon. Solomon
Lame Shoulder.
Luna, and at the head of the short
Whether resulting from a sprain or arm presided Toastmaster H. 0. Bur-sufrom rheumatic pains, there Is nothwith Hon. Charles A. Spiess,
ing so good for a lime shoulder as president of the Council at his right.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Apply ft Members of the governor's staff were
freely and rub the parts vigorously at in full uniform.
each application and a quick cure is
Smilax sDrinkled with carnations
certain. For sale by all druggists.
was laid in the center the full length
of both arms of the table, while In
front of the guest of honor stood a
iavge boquet of stately carnations.
Hon. H . 0. Bursum, presided with
to
dignity and grace, and preliminary
tribute,
he
paid
calling for toasts
Weight, Least Cost.
both witty and eloquent, to each
calling forth
speaker responding,
spontaneous applause again and again.
ThP host as well as Mr. Pinchot were
tendered ovation after ovation when

Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil

Tbese remedies can

AROUND

THE FORD MOD. T
More Power, Less

(1)
(2)

One

horse-powe-

r

BANQUET

BOARD

In Honor of the Thirty-Eight- h
Legislative Assembly and Chief Forester
Social
Gifford Pinchot-Brilli- ant
Event Eloquent Response to
Toasts on Timely Subjects

GET

'

Hlf
HUB

-

than the
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mon man a better chance than he
ever had before and that this was also
the test of the conservation movement, lie was interrupted again and
again by applause.
Colonel W. II. If. Llewellyn was
called upon and responded in happy
vein. He told tales of "battle-scarred- "
heroes that called forth laughter. Becoming serious, he related that the
first American blood shed in the Santiago campaign was that of the native
V. Armijo,
New .Mexican,
George
who was wounded at Las Guaslmas.
He then pitched into the forest service
for employing eastern dudes instead
of educated native young men for
rangers and the supervisory positions
in New Mexico and insisted that the
employment of western men would result in eliminating much of the friction and misunderstanding that hampers both the service and the public.
toast was "The
Colonel Llwellyn's
of Forest Reserves,"
Administration
and he paid a fitting tribute to Mr.
Pinchot.
Hon. Charles J. Roberts, in response
to the toast "Our Governor," kept his
audience laughing and applauding in
turns, as he eulogized the chief executive. He made a decided hit both by
his eloquence and the sympathy of his
listeners who believe that his praise
of Governor Curry is well merited.
Mr. Roberts certainly won new laurels
orator.
as a
Hon. E. A. Miera, had assigned to
him: "Our Law Makers." His brief
remarks were direct to the point
and he thrilled the guests with his
vehement defense of New Mexico lawmakers. Mr. Miera reviewed measure

Twain's story in "Roughing It" of the Judiciary. It was a well thought-out- ,
probate judge who went from Mis- convincing address not lacking in elosouri to Nevnda and meekly suffered
nor in wit. He spoke of tho
every loss and reverse, but when a quence
administration of justice In
admirable
mule broke through the roof of his
tho
Territory, the high standing of its
dugout, kicked out the judge, his table and law books, the judge broke supreme court. He gave as an eviout In angry remonstration, although dence of this, the fact that out of
it was only the exclamation: "This is forty cases appealed to the United
getting monotonous!" The speaker Slates Supreme Court or Circuit
applied this to the meekness with Court of Appeals, only seven had been
which New Mexico has borne rebuff reversed. He paid a scholarly tribute
afier rebuff from Congress, until the lo thief Justice Mills and his asso-- (
breaking of the senatorial nmlc3 kites on the sunrema bench and then
through the roof of the New Mexico launched into an extended defenso of
dugout at Washington, also leads to rative juries and jurors and by
the exclamation : "This Is getting monexamples refuted the charge
otonous." He pleaded for the holding that native juries are biased and un
of a constitutional convention
this willing to do justice when race or resummer, and said he would ask his ligion were concerned. Judge McFie,
fellow legislators to vote for a meas- although the hour wa1? getting late,
his share of app'ause.
ure lie would introduce authorizing
such a convention.
Tlie most scholarly response to any
Hon. W. E. Martin made a charac- toast of the evening was that of
L. Bradford Prince on t' e
teristic address in which he told vivid
of the efforts of the statehoo.l "Educational Advancement" of New
delegation at W.iHhincloii of which he Mexico, which was replete with hiswas a member to obtain the passage torical data and advancement ideas
of an enabling act. Ho preceded his upon the subject of education.
remarks with an admirable defense of
Councilman John Y. Hewitt made a
the native people. Ho frit proud to patriotic address that provoked round
call limself a native of New Mexico after round of
applause,, as did aUo
vho spoke Spanish befo-he couli Adjutant General R. A. Ford. W.
speak English. He told of the hero- F. Rrogan made a most witty response
ism of his father in the war with Mex- to the toast "Tho Press." In concluico, at Resaca de la Palma, at
sion, Colonel Jose D. Sena spoke of
and in other battles, and how "Our Country's Oldest Town," which
with the California column he cnnie told tlie
banqueters not only of the
to New Mexico from the Pacit'c
glories and the ambitions of the "Ancoast. Mr. Martin is as polished a cient Capital," but convinced
them
speaker in English as he is in Spin-is- that tlie "Old Town' was very near
and ho arouse'! enthusiastic ap- and dear to the heart of Colonel Sena.
plause. Ht had just returned tru:n
It. was after 2 o'clock in tlie mornlitis Cruces where he had represented
when the banqueters rose, but an
ing
Governor Curry at the opening of the
Impromptu
reception to the distinNational Guard Armory, the finest in
guished guest of the evening. Hon.
New Mexico. Mr. Martin's toast was Gifford Pinchot followed and con"New Mexico iu National Life."
cluded one of the most notable social
Judge John R. McFie spoke of the events of a brilliant social season.
con-det- e

-

e

Chap-ultepe-

h

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

post-prandi-

WW

and modern In all respects,
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

to every sixty pounds.

;AFIIyan
For particulars and

out.

(3) Entire car built at Ford plant not an assembled car.
(4) Best possible material obtainable used.
(5) Automatic oiling system.
(6) Magneto ignition, a part of car; no batteries used.
(7) Simplicty in design, construction and operation.
(8) Will climb where other cars balk.
car made.
(9) More for the price than any
TOURING CARS, $850, F. O. B. DETROIT; RUNABOUT, $825,
F. 0. B. DETROIT.

call Upon

EARL .MAYS,
Palace Ave.4
Santa Fe, N. M.

WE CLIMB TESUQUE HILL ON HIGH SPEED-2P.ER CENT GRADE.

0

--

Illustrated

catalogue

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

f

FORD AGENCY

102 E.

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley
the garden
spot of the West at aD elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Oflicersand Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted

Lightness obtained through use of Vanadium Steel through-

For Demos tration

c

' ' 'V

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

J

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instruct-ors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

OTHERS DO NOT.

?

NEW M EXICO COLLEG E

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

I

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

school whose' aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

C'vil

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and . Electrical Engineering and ir. Household Eco-

1 U

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.

Garrison,

' Agricultural College,

QJO

CALIEJTE

Thm

celebrated Hot Springe art
catad In the mldat of the Ancient Cliff
mlleo west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of tanta
Fe, and about twelve miles from
8tatlon, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runt to the springs.
The temperature of these waters, la
from 10 to 122 degrees. The gases art
parbonlo. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
yery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Then la now a commodious
tel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from
oanoer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,026.24 gralna of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich
Bar-ane-

o

ho-lf-

n,

PT

SPRIfJGS.

est alkalln Hot 8prlngs In the worls
The efficiency of these watere hat
been thoroughly tested by the mlrab
uloue cures attested to In the follow
Ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatlsrr
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur
lal Affections, 8crofula. Catarrh. Li
Grippe, all Female Complaints, Vets
coard, lodging and bathing $2.50 pei
day; $15 per week; $50 per month
Stage meets Denver trains and wallf
Santa Fe train upon request. Thli
resort Is attractive at all seasons ant
Is open all winter. Passenger for Ok
Caliente ean leave tanta Fe at a. m
and reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m., th
same day. For further particulars ar"

dreea:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
"

N. Mex.

CUdltttvlt,

Proorietor.

lau ((iLi,W.

i;;;,;

ever reference was made to their personality or their work.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess responded
to the toast "The President of the
United States." He reviewed the long
fight in the Constitutional Convention
and the many propositions made as
to the manner in which the chief ex
ecutive should be chosen. He pointedly said that many of the doubts ex
pressed by the fathers of the republic
as to the fitness of the people of the
United States to govern themselves,
and their fears for the future of the
republic, sounded strangely like those
expressed .by those Senators of today
who doubted New Mexico's fitness to
govern itself. The administrations of
the gceat presidents of the ; United
States were touched upon briefly, but
illuminatingly, and President Roose
velt" was paid a tribute such as
brought nods of approval from Mr.
Pinchot, One of the closest friends
and most enthusiastic admirers of the
The mentioning of both
Roosevelt and Taft were signals for
cheers and applause.
Hon.' Gifford Pinchot responded to
the toast: "The Conservation of Our
Natural Resources,'' and he proved
after-dinnhimself a delightful
and
held : his
who
swayed
speaker
hearers by his earnestness. ' His humorous
allusions and anecdotes
brightened his otherwise practical
talk. He also paid a glowing tribute
to ,
Roosevelt and to
President Taft. He summed up President Roosevelt's policies by saying
that their aim was to give the corn- "

-

SCHOOLS:

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,

Education, Preparatory
Commercial.'

ROOM AND 130ARD AT THE

governor george curry.

--

numbers.

IE JRSIT 3rT

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,

after measure, pointed out its benefits
and its aim, and convinced all that
New Mexico is indeed well fitted to
govern itself. It was a splendid address and it was punctuated frequently by long applause.
Hon. T. B. Catron, though he made
the longest address of the evening,
commanded
the rapt attention of
every one as he spoke of "The Future

Fli

w.m

State of New Mexico," which he said
should have been "The Immediate Fu17 uan FraneliM Streak
ture State.". He reviewed the events
of the first constitutional convention
which declared for a free public
school system and a free state; and
that it was because of the slavery
proclivities of a Democratic Congress
that New Mexico was not admitted at
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnsn Drawn WsrK,
that time": He 'told of the efforts of
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Qsms .
each delegate to Congress since then
OUR MOTTO: T Have the Best of Evarythlnf In Our Una.
to obtain the passage of an enabling
act, especially that of Senator Elkins
which was almost successful in 1876,
when Colorado was admitted, and pictured what New Mexico would be today had it been admitted at that time. !
He referred to the fact that New
Mexico, in proportion to population,
sent more soldiers into the field to
fight for the Union than any other I

Indian and neilGan Clares

ana Curios

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

state, and raised more than ten times

its quota for the war with Spain. It
was a most brilliant defense of New
Mexico and its people, and the most
convincing argument for its admission to the Union, that has been made
in recent years.
The address was
also enlivened by a touch of keen sarcasm now and then, and a bit of humor, here and there including Mark

CO.

120 San Francisco St.
i

Call op 132 Black for Carriages.
W1
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ADDITIONS TO FOREST RESERVES
One of the last acts of President
Roosevelt was to sign a proclamation
adding 5,000,000, acres to the forest
reserves in New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, South Dakota and California.
This brings the total forest area up
to almost 200,000,000 acres of which
about 8,000,000 acres are in New Mex-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary Treasurer.
t.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

12.75 ico.
The national forests which have
1.00 been
Weekly, per year
enlarged and the size of the addi1.00 tion are as follows: Lincoln national
Weekly, six months
75 forest, 81,187 acres; Alamo national
Weekly, per quarter
forest, New Mexico, 348,911 acres;
national forest, New Mexico,
Carson
FE
COUNTY.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA
309,000 acres; Apache national forest,
The New Mexican is tho oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to Arizona, 483,000 acres; Sitgreaveg naevery postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation tional forest, Arizona, 721.2S0 acres;
Zuni national forest, New Mexico,
mong Jie intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
670,9S1 acres; Tahoe national forest,
California and Nevada, 338,470 acres;
Mono national forest, Nevada and
California, 089,580 acres; Sequoia national forest, California, 28,100 acres;
ico girl or boy seeking a college or
ADOPT THE REVISION.
Lassen national forest, California,
The Las Vegas Optic endorses the industrial education who cannot se- 517,794 acres; Trinity national forest,
.sentiments of the Daily New Mexican- cure it; that long the legislators arid California, 81,800 acres; Shasta nas to the need of the legislature adopt- the taxpayers and the 'coir monwealjth tional forest, California, 5G7.078 acres,
ins the revision of the laws so care- are derelict in duty and are lagging and Plumas national forest, California,
i?
52,895 acres.
fully made at an expense of $20,000.or behind those states in which a more
practically every other newspaperand healthy public sentiment forces the All of the land will be put under
;'lhe territory joins in this demand
community to take up the Christian's administration at once and manage
'if the taxpayers could voice their sen- burden, the care of the needy brother. in accordance wtih the principles oil
channels thau The sixty men gathered around
timents through-otheforestry now practiced by the governthe prcs-i- . they certainly would insist Governor Curry's banquet board on ment. In most of the territory added
through such other channels that the Saturday evening, were certainly the chief problems will be to preserve
work w!kh cost $20,000 should not much impressed with Speaker Miera's
the forests by wise use, to keep out
be thrown on the rubbish heap but earnest defense of New Mexico legisforest fires and protect the timber on
that the taxpayers he given the bene- lators and their work, and it was the watersheds of streams which irri
fit of it. S;ys the Albuquerque Morn- apparent that he made a very favorgate the rich farm and fruit lands in
ing Journal on this subject:
able impression upon the guest of the the valleys.
A former legislature made provision
evening, Hon. Gift'ord Pinchot, who,
for revising the laws of the territory. realizing that the speaker is a native
La Voz Publica voices the demand
A commission was appointed to make born citizen who had climbed to the
of Guadalupe county for a good fence
a revision, and this commission was
fhrough bis own efforts, must law bv saving: "We need a compre
top
composed of some of the ablest and have known that those who malign
hensive stock and fence law. A 'law
most competent men in the territory. the native
either f11 to speak
people
and laymen could
Mr. that courts, lawyers
They devoted themselves earnestly to the truth or lack judgment.
county re
understand.
Guadalupe
the work, and have discharged their Miera snoke in English and eloquently
cattle and
of
cases
The
cently had several
duty faithfuly and efficiently.
and he voiced the aspirations and horse shooting that might have been
too,
expense involved in all this time and the ideals of his people, who are as
avoided had the law been underlabor, which was necessarily no small
as true and patriotAmericans,
good
stood." As a matter of fact, the
item, has all ben paid by the terriare any under the Stars
as
there
ic,
Hnnsp has nassed a local option fence
torial, treasury, but it is impossible for
'
the public to get any advantage from and Stripes.
law, which Includes Guadalupe county
the time and money thus laid out, till
east of the Pecos river in 'ts operaAPPOINTMENTS.
GOOD
its
result
the
the legislature gives
tions. But the New Mexican also be
'mere is at least this merit aDout lieves that a fence law which arbiformal endorsement, which would rein each tne appointments maae by uovernorj trarily includes certain counties and
quire about five minutes
or Currv on Saturday of last week: They, portions of counties only, will not
reason
some
for
but
which,
house,
no reason, has not yet been done. The were well considered and they werej stand the test of the courts, being loBut
cal or class legislation prohibited by
pretense on the part of a few mem- not made to buy legislation.
bers that they are not prepared to ap- more than that, the New Mexican is the Organic Act. It is also of the
prove of the work because they "have certain that they are good appoint- opinion that the local option feature
not had time to examine it," is re- ments and that the appointees will makes any fence law very cumberceived with a very large grain of al- work in harmony with the executive some and that but few communities
lowance. They have known from the and carry but the policies outlined by would go to the trouble of availing
beginning that the question wn to bp Urn. The chief executive has very themselves of it. Still, there is an
"fence
passed upon at this session and tiiey definite ideas about the needs of the evident demand for a
have had ample time to have made Territory and the most satisfactory law" and the lawyers of both houses
the most thorough examination, and methods of meeting those needs. It
their heads together in drafting a
if they have not done so it has been is important that the officials of the put
law that would hold water and would
the fault of no one but themselves, territorial administration work as a not be too cumbersome in its applicaand they should attend to this im- unit and that by temperament and
tion.
portant duty now, and at once, and ability are such that there will be
tomorrow.
be prepared to vote on it
harmony instead of disorganization.
The address of Hon. Gifford Pinchot
Any lawyer of average ability can It must be remembered, that the same to
the joint session of the legislative
make all the investigation necessary set of officials would not work equalon
Saturday afternoon
ia a very few hours, and the average ly well with different executives; that assembly
to the legislahome
forcibly
brought
layman knows just about as much a cabinet that would accomplish won- tors the wide scope and the greatness
about it now as he will know after ders with a Roosevelt might be a flat
movement, and
he investigates it. Those of us who failure with a Taft. Therefore, in of the conservation to act
upon the
are. blacksmiths, physicians, editors saying that this or that man should should induce them
of
recommendation
and
or store keepers are not supposed to have been appointed, or this or that suggestion
for a conservation
Governor
Curry
be familiar with such matters, and man should not have been chosen, the
a preliminary for
can show good judgment and a prop ciitic must be careful to take cogni- commission that as
take an inwould
work
constructive
eiregard for the public interest by zance of the manner of man to whom
New Mexof
resources
ventory of the
acting upon the opinion of men who is entrusted the executive department ico. How can this commonwealth exknow. In this case we have the un- of the administration, his tempera-mert- ,
to take up the work of
his ideals and his aims. If he pect capital
qualified declaration of the attorney
latent resources of this
the
general of the territory, than whom has chosen competent men who will developing
if it has no clear idea itself
region,
there could be no better authority, work in harmony with him, he has of the extent and nature of these
that this revision has been carefully chosen well; if he hfte selected men resources?
and faithfully made, and is an excel- whom secretly or openly oppose or
lent piece of work and he has given work at cross purposes with him, no
Taft's cabinet is to be a traveling
it a patient and thorough examina matter how competent they may be,
of the country
and the
cabinet
tion.
the administration will be a flat fail- will therefore bepeople
in closer touch with
The laws of the territory, as they ure and the executive as responsible the national administration than they
stand now, constitute such a hodge- head will be charged with that fail ever have been before.
Secretary of
podge as would puzzle that famous ure.
the Interior Ballinger will be one of
' Philadelphia
lawyer." Some of the
the cabinet members to visit the West
at the bar, who have grown
New Mexico has one of its native in the near future. Land, timber and
up with the "combination," are pro- sons, E. B.
Garcia, at Harvard, taking mineral conditions are to be investibably able to guess it, in most cases, a
course. In 1907, he gated with a view to correcting abuses
but it pats the young lawyer and the
was given the degree of A. B. at the and devising methods of better adr
to a great disadvantage
ministration.
Secretary Ballinger
and posFibly that may be the reason University. Ever since the American will
attention to irrigapay
especial
even
and
has
it
s
occupation,
before,
why some fo'.l-- are not so anxious to
and
matters
tion
therefore
may visit
been the custom of native families,
have the
approved, so that it whenever
He
Mexico.
has
ideas
New
of his
to
send
they could afford it,
can go into the bands of the profesown about the reclamation work that
sons
their
to
the
of
universities
the
sion. But that L not a reason in line
and if he puts
Uncle Sam is
with the public interest, and the duty east, such as Saint Louis University, them in force, doing
will
work almost a
it
Notre
Dame and other noted seats of
of the legislature is to act in the inrevolution in the work now being
men
of
the
of
learning. Many
terest of the public.
prominence in New Mexico affairs today, done on the national reclamation proreceived their degrees from the great jects.
SAVING AT THE WRONG END.
universities of the land. The native,
Says the Schenectady Gazette: "If
The tendency of some legislators to legislators therefore should be and
there
valid reason why stateis
the
pare
appropriations for educa- will be the last to stunt the territorial hood wasany
refused, Arizona and New
tional institutions, as well as to cut institutions of higher learning by cutMexico by the late Congress, it is not
out all support of charitable establish- ting down their needful
appropriaments, does not commend itself either tions, but will rather vote to give apparent." There is no valid reason,
but there are three big reasons, a
to taxpayers or to people outside of them the utmost that the
can Senator from Indiana, another from
territory
the Territory. In no way can the pub- afford in order to enable the native
Rhode Island and a third from Minnelic monies be spent to better advant- sons and
daughters to receive the ad- sota, and they count more than the
age or to do more good for the
vanced education at home that they wishes and will of
eighty million peost number than in the support of now must pay for highly in the East.
ple when it comes to federal legislathese very instituions. It may be a
tion. In addition, about half a dozen
socialistic idea, but the world at large
is
news
little ulterior reasons might be menand
news
It
welcome
more
each
is recognizing
day
clearly
at
to
New
that
that,
tioned, but they were merely inciMexico,
that every man is his brother's keeper;
o
the
of
dental factors.
the
greater
part
that it is the duty of the community
Indian
ReservaApache
and the commonwealth to furnish the
tion in Otero and Lincoln counties
The decline in the production of
means for education to all children,
been
in the Lincoln For- zinc ore in New Mexico is to be rehas
included
the
deaf, the
and especially the blind,
est Reserve. The handfuJ of Mesca-ler- o gretted. In 1905 and 1906, the Terridumb, the helpless and the indigent;
Apaches had no earthly use for tory leaped into prominence as a zinc
are
homes
that hospitals and orphans'
main- this grand and beautiful domain, one producer, but in 1907 the production
whose
for
Institutions
public
"f the most picturesque and richest dropped to 136 tons of primary spelter
tenance every taxpayer should conIts inclu- and in 1908 to 134 tons out of a total
few
philan- sections in the territory.
tribute and not
only a
"
sion in the forest reserve will throw production in the United States of
no
that
souls.
is
a
burden,
It
thropic
sections open to set- more than 210,000 tons.
However,
matter how It is shifted, must event- its agricultural
New Mexico is
doubt
no
that
is
to
mines
and
there
its
tlement
prospectors
some
of
ually fall upon the shoulders
to ano development, thus adding so much rich in zinc ore and that sooner or
one, and yhat is more just than
to the material wealth of New Mex- later its production will not only
in
compel each taxpayer to contribute As ico in general and Otero and Lincoln reach, but surpass the production of
wealth.
proportion to his taxable
counties in particular. If the same the two banner years Just mentioned.
per-solong as there Is a single Indigent he plan were now adopted as to the
who can not get food when
A number of kind editorial com
Jicarilla Apache, the Navajo and the
p
needs It; or one sick child or grown-uon the New Mexican's editorial
would
Mexico
ments
New
Zuni
Reservations,
who run not set care at a hospital or have still more reason to bless the nolicv have been noticed in the many
or
deaf
territorial exchanges that come to the
dispensary; or one blind,
edu-- l forest reserve policy and the present
dumb person who vainly asks for
editor's desk and among those most
National administration. "
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
f .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier..,. .75
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
nail
Dally, per year, by

Daily, six montus, by mall

old-time-

post-graduat- e

new-come-

Mes-caler-

n

catioual advantages, or one

iw

appreciated is the following from the Prof.
University of New Mexico Weekly
published at Albuquerque: "The New
Mexican stands for progress in edu
catioual matters as she stands for
progress in all other questions that
come before the people." The New
Mexican isn't ready to admit that all
this is so, but it really strives to
make it thus.

Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot referred to an important political principle when he said that in New York,
where he votes, most nien vote
with their eye to the past when they
should vote with an eye to the future.
Not only is this the trouble in New
York, but also in New Mexico and occasionally even in its legislature,
where foresight is sometimes sacri
ficed to paying old grudges or getting
even for old scores.

Professional Cards
.

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-

MARCH

MONDAY,

15,

1909.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 02050.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Anas
tacio Trujillo, on February 20, 1903,
made homestead entry No. 7436, for
E 2 of N. W. 4 of Section 34,
Township 14 N, Range 9 E, M., has
filed notice of intention to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before the

H. A. Howell, of Havana, Cuba,
Recommends Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
"As long ago as I can remember
my mother was a faithful user and
friend of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, but never in my life have I realized its true value until now," wltes
Prof. H. A. Howell, of Howell's American School, Havana, Cuba. "On the
night of February 3rd our baby was
taken sick with a very severe cold, the
next day was worse and the following night his condition was desperate.
He could not lie down and It was necessary to have him In the arms every
moment." Even then his breathing
was difficult.' I did not think he
would live until morning. At last I
thought of my mother's remedy,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, which
we gave, and It afforded prompt relief, and now, three days later, he has
Under the circumfully recovered.
stances I would not hesitate a moment In saying that Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy, and that only, saved
the life of our dear little boy.". For
sale by all druggists.

1--

1--

five-yea-

United States land office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 24th day of March, 1909;
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mar-garlt-

,
Chavez, Galesteo, N. M.;
of Galesteo, N. M.; Andres-Pachecof Santa Fe, N. M.; Ejinic
Pacheco, of Santa Fe, N. M.
:
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Feliz-Montoya-

o,

Registe.
Legal blanks both ssgiisn
for sale by the New
ican Printing company.

j

,

ana-Spanis-

Mex-

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."
:

;

.

try

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Attorney-at-Law- .

Santa Fe

New Mexico
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

Las Cruces

FIRST

TrJE

EDWARD C. WADE,

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT,

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1871
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
E. P. Davies,

A. B. Renehan,

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-Law- .

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND,

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Asshrtant Cashier

Surplus and

Stock, 1150,001.

C-p- ltal

Transacts a

jentrai

money on the most

undivided Profits, $(3,601,

banking business in

all

Its

branches.

Loans

terms on all kinds of personal and col- security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and foreign exchange and
favo-ab- le

latt-- al

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of tho civilized
world on as liberal terms ae are given by any money
transmitting
agency, pubMc or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at tho rata
of three per cent, per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders or Its patrons In he banking line, and alma te

xtend to thrtn as .Iberel treatment

in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Cruces
New Mexico

Practic

BAfJI

pTIOfiAL

In all

respects, as

consistent

Is

with tafety and the principles of sound banklnj. Safety deposit boxes
for rent The patronage of the public la respectfu ly solicited.

MARK B. THOMPSON,
Attorney-at-Law- .

District Attorney Eighth District,

Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-Law- .

....
....

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory. Office:
j

Socorro

rflLlCE

lqt

WILLIAM VAUGHN,

New Mexico

fflOTEL;

;

f

Prop,

g

L. O. FULLEN,
.

j

Attorney-at-Law-

'

District Attorney Ninth District.
First National Bank.

Office over

Roswell

New Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN,
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico
Taos
C. W. G. WARD,
Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
Las Vegas

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

Washington Avenue

...

M. C.

. AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

MECHEM,

Attorney-at-La-

New Mexico
Tucumcarl
&
NORTHCUTT
;
ROBERTS,

Jesse

G.

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

C.
.

J. Roberts,

'

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trini'
dad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE d. BARBER,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
t Practices In the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Lincoln County
h.
CATRON &
NER,
''
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

HOTEL
J.

E. LACOME

Proprietor

Postal Telegraph Office

Commodious Sample Ifycm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FitES& THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

H. R. PUTNAM,
f

i

U. S. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

J

fauns on the European Plan

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
V

New Mexico
Texlco
W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
f U. 8. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.
ir

'

CONY T. BROWN,
"
Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treasurer of New

i

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION

Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro
t

CORONADO

THE

Electric

Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Short Order & Spanish
.. Dishes Speciality

RATES bOc. Up.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A. WHEELON

I
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drug9 or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 6 p. m. 'Phone 156.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES
We Make

a

&

ART PICTURES
--

AimmG

0EVEL0PING;PRINTMQ

AND ENLARGING.
Specialty ol
Mall orders given prompt attention. Send for Catalogue..
...

t.

-.-

r(.,,,

K

'

;

'

HCWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
410 8. Broadway, Las Angelee, Call

Opening
(personal mention) Millinery
From 2 to 6 p. m.

C. H. BOWLDS, Cashier
P. F. KNIGHT Asst. Cashier.

H. S. REED President,
N. A. PERRY, Vice President

Capital Stock

$50,000.

Sir

UNITED

We pay 4 per cent on .time.Certificates
v
and Saving Accounts.

,

.

BUSINESS SOLICITED.

DIRECTORS
A. J.GREEN
R. K.HANNA.

H. S. REED

hHM

--J

N. B. UUGLING

N. A. PERRY
C. H. BOWLDS

ll

nil

mm

n

PICTURE

mwm
REPAIRED

FRAMING

NRW SHIP
MENT IN TAPESTRY, BRUSSELLS
TTTom TT7m7TVT7Tl

A

CALL AND SEE THEM

CHARLES WAQNER FURNITURE CO
H

Phone

OUSE FURNISHERS AND UNDERTAKERS
I

rr

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
fiational Life

The Colorado

Assurance

Company

'y'Tfl Wt: Denver Colorado.
The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest- BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico

A M,

.....

m';

n

i

fin

V

R
w

Catron Block

is-'- -.

Hew

n

Man's Hats

m

Don't

m m.

BnAU the New Shades

Styles

Now

nil

For anything wd everything appertaining to Printing
on the new Mexican mnuug vuui.t.

ox

Mgr.

Bindina

Ministrels
40

taken the agency
of an investment business that will pay large
are dividends . in the near
future.
Wa t PRICES WILL GO UP
MARCH 10th
I Jiave

You

,

Wan

2

For Particulars call at my office from
to 5 p. m. or

CUTOUT SLIP BELOW AND MAIL IT TO ME
MRS. L. A. HARVEY,
Santa FeN. M.

MRS.L. A HARVEY:

Please send me full particularsof your
ment Business and oblige.

Invest-

-P-

EOPLE-

See the Band Parade

at

Noon

ORTIZ BROS.

HOUSE

A. M. DETTELBACH, Mgr.
THE SHOW THAT
CANNOT BE BEAT
Licensed Films Only

Change of Program
Every
MONDAY and THURSDAY
10 cents
Admission
Reserved Seats
20 cents
Evening Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.

Beds,
Dressers

j

Brica-Bra-

c

Umbrella Handles
Walking Sticks

of

Baby Buggies
Every Chiffoniers, Etc,
and
Frames
Picture
Refrigerators
Description
Children's Toys
Desks, Settees
Moulding
Tabourets
Chairs,
Sewing Machines
To any article on which a beautiful, high
gloss finish is desired, apply SUNSHINE.

D

Send them in for the SUNSHINE DOLLIES
party are on their way to Ojo Callente
to take a rest cure.
R.

B. Holmes of Chicago
Is stopping

arrived

at the
Claire. He has come to Santa Fe to
take charge of the automobile store
and garage of O. W. Alexander.
Among the traveling men registered
at the Claire are .1. W. Ridge of Louisyesterday and

ville, W. H. Berteaux of San Francisco, E. E. Ford of Kansas City, T. L.
Brenner of St. Louis, F. Hearon of
New York and A. C. Moore of Denver.
Ambassador James Bryce of Great
Britain, passed Lamy on Saturday on
his way from Washington to San
Francisco. Mrs. Bryce was with him
and they will visit the Grand Canon.
On their return trip they may visit
Santa Fe. Mr. and Mrs. Bryce and
servants occupied the special car
Bethcsda.
(Continued

On

SOMETHING FOR THE BIO FOLKS
Call and get a FREE SAMPLE OF SUNSHINE

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

Page Eight.)

GRAMMAR LESSONS
Given Either in

SPANISH OR

E

GERMAN-RAYMO-

ll

E

ND

HAACKE
Nusbaums' Washington Ave.
or care New Mexican.

FOR THE SICK'

DR. DIAZ

SANJg!?,UM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$10 and up per week.

If You Want
First Class Groceries Go To

HIE

US.

SCO.

THE LEADING

Estancia Valley Eggs 25c dz
41b Sweets Potatoes ' 25c
25c dz
.

Pure Uomb Honey
Pure Strained Honey

174c

10 lb Can Cottolene $1.30

Primrose Cream But-

ter

FOR
EVERY

music not instrumental music alone
but songs- - not catchy music alcne
but, stirring marches or beautiful
ballads, just thei music your mood
demands.

HOME

JT

is possible to bring the con- cert hall, the grand opera, the
theatre or vaudeville stage, the
orchestra or band to your center
table, it is
posible to relieve
shorten
monotony,
long evenings,
amuse children, entertain friends
and liven up social gatherings.

THE

EDISON PHONOGRAPH
will do it. We will take pleasure
in shorwing you how simple they
are to operate. Note the perfection
in the machine. One price

THE
RACKE

STORE
SANTA FE, N. M.

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

22kc lb

22c lb

Almonds

is divided into work, sleep
and recreation. As recreation is
made more delightful, so work is
made easier and sleep more restful- -

JIFE

XHE best kind of recreation is

3"c

OUR PATRONS SLEEP
WELL BECAUSE THEY
KNOW THEIR PROPERTY SI INSIRED IN THR
J VERY BEST COMPANIES

Smyrna Washed Figs 25c

12c lb

and
day
NIGHT

Call at the Coronado
Hotel or Phone Red 98

OPERA

of all Kinds

s

ADAPTED

SOMETHING FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS

Mince Meat

Hack Line

CI INCH I VP
oUliaillilE
CU
Inside'Floor
)h, Cibinets
Interior Woodwork

15c glass

Co.

FINISHES ARE

SOME OF THE ARTI- CLES TO WHICH

tonight, your saving arc
protected. We represent
the most reliable companies.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
249 San Francisco St

Admission 50c, 75c and $1.00.

Seats at Fisher Drug

watch--

is the Time

Oranges
Walnuts

40

Late!

Furniture

WEDNESDAY MARCH 17

i

cf SUNSHINE of the shade desired, a
brush of the size adapted to the surface to be finished and you
will be surprised and pleasedjwith the improvement made

Take out an Insurance
policy today, then if
your building; burns

HOUSE

Hi Henry

every home there are many articles which through
wear and tear, do not make the appearance they should,
but which the housekeeper cannot afford to replace with
new articles, nor stand tne expense of having then re

Hall-tree-

!

A. M. DETTELBACH,

Home

n

PLAZA

full of your own interests don't wait until
your home burns down
before taking Insurance,
for then it is to late.

from Albuquerque.
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y
Pino of Gailsteo, Is In the Capital Today on county business.
J. J. Sheridan, deputy U. S. marshal,
was among yesterday's arrivals
at
the Claire from Albuquerque."
P. F. McCanna, a well known Albu-- ,
querque businessman, was an arrival
on yesterday's train from the South..
E. G. Austen, secretary of the Cattle Sanitary Board, was among yesterday's arrivals, stopping at the Palace.
Robert Sawyer and W. H. Kerns of
Columbus, Ohio, are among the sightseers. They are stopping at the
Claire.
Iewis Hine, an expert mining man,
arrived yesterday and is registered at
the Palace, from Victoria, British
Columbia.
A. E. Laudenslager of Denver, but
arformerly a resident of Santa Fe,
is
He
traveling
rived last evening.
for a Denver house.
A. B. McMillen, attorney at
president of the New Mexico Bar Association, last year, is here
on court business.
Louis C. Ilfeld, attorney at Las
reVegas, and a member of the law
among
vision commission, is mingling
the legislators today.
M. M. Padgett, editor of the Optic,
returned to Santa Fe last night and
will remain until the legislature takes
final adjournment.
man
.T. V. KeeninE. of Albuquerque,
ComOil
Coal
Continental
of
the
ager
pany of Xew Mexico, was a visitor
in Santa Fe on Saturday.
Doctor C. E. Lukens, president of
the New Mexico Children's Aid Society, is one of the many legislative
visitors from Albuquerque.
County Commissioner John S. Clark
of Las Vegas, who is interested in insurance and other measures, is here
again from the Meadow City.
Among the traveling men registered
at the Palace are H. Goldstone of San
Francisco, J. B. Jacobs of Los Angeles
and Louis Freund of New York.
Edward
Hueck, of Ludenscheid,
Germany, is a visitor in Santa Fe and
is stopping at the Palace. He is making a pleasure trip in this country.
Hon. W. S. Strickler, cashier of the
Bank of Commerce at, Albuquerque,
was among yesterday's arrivals in
Santa Fe and is a guest at the Palace.
Frank A. Chavez, deputy probate
clerk and deputy assessor of Torrance county, is Tiere Troni Estancla,
to take part in the county seat feat
fight.'
Martin Musil, a prominent grain
and supply man of Ellinwood, Kansas,
is registeed with his wife and John
Basler and wife, at the Claire. The
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agent, arrived yesterday and is stopping at the Claire.
Frank A. Hubbell of
Bernalillo county, arrived this noon
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Thomas do Lallo, businessman at
Cerrillos, is in Santa Fe on court
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T. T. McAuliffee of Raton, is a legislative visitor.
Thomas W. Hanna, stockraiser at
Lamy, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
I. A. Dye, a well known lumberman
of Albuquerque, Is at the Claire.
Attorney H. M. Dougherty is here
from Socorro on legislative business.
Numa C. Frenger, attorney at Las
Cruces, ig in Santa Fe on legislative
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THE REMEDY

No. 6344.

Territory of Xew Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court.
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ULCERS

The combination !of healthful vegetable ingredients of which S. S. S. la
composed, makes it an especially desirable and effective remedy in the treatment of sores and ulcers of every kind. Since an impure condition of the
blood is responsible for the trouble, a medicine that can purify the blood is
the only hope of a successful cure; and it should be a medicine that not only
cleanses the circulation, but one that at the same time restores the blood to
its normal, rich, nutritive condition. S. S. S. is lust such a remedy. It is
made entirely of healing, cleansing vegetable properties, extracted from nature's roots, herbs and barks of the forest and fields. It has long been
recognized as the greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities
necessary to remove everv impurity in the blood. When S. S. S. has purified
the circulation, and strengthened and enriched it, sores and ulcers heal readthey are Alno longer fed and kept open by a1 continual
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vulnerable to all Christian effort. But
let us realize, dear friends, that we
are dead failures as Christians if the
community Is not better by our presence. My brethren, I believe, for my
own part, that we ought to have some
power as churches and Individual
Christians, to break the horrid tyranny of evil in' this town, to stem
the polluting and destructive stream
that flows through gilded channels in
our city, carrying moral and spiritual
defilement and disease and death in
its course, and on whose banks our
young people have to live and work.
The third point I notice is the
source of power, namely, faith. The
disciples failed here for lack of it.
But remember, there is no genuine
faith without obedience and
and certainly not without moral
earnestness. It means trust in God,
surrender 'of your life to Him, and
fearlessly attempting to do His will.
My last words this morning are to
those who may have been disappointed with the Church and its ministry
this or any other church. To all such
I would say, don't give up religion;
don't give up Christ. Be sure that He
can do for you what the church haa
failed to do, if you have faith in Him.
For after all, the church is but the
guide to lead you in His ways.
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In Effect July 14, 1908.
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For Diseases of the Skin.
Nearly all diseases of the skin auch
as eczema, tetter, salt rheum and
barbers' itch, are characterized by an
intense itching and smarting, which
often makes life a burden and disturbs sleep and rest. Quick relief may
be had by applying Chamberlain's
Salve. It allays the itching and smarting almost instantly. Many cases
have been cured by its use. For sale
by all druggists.
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ana wedEngraved caras ae
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing In need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style of work and price.
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wells Fargo & Company

Dree Route
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The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
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Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information a3 to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call on or address.
S K. HOOPER, G. P.

T.

A.

F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
Denver, Colo.

Santa Fe, N.

M.

-'
taxed,
and disburselowances,
expenses
ments as may hereafter be fixed by
the Court; and the undersigned Special Master, for the purpose of satisfying said decree, and by virtue of the
authority vested in him, will, at th"e
time and place in this Notice specified, offer for sale and sell at public
auction to the highest bidder for cash,
in accordance with the terms of said
decree, the said real and personal
property.
F. J. OTERO,
Special Master.

as follows:
And he was casting out a
and the same was dumb: and
he had cast out the devil, the
spoke: and the multitudes were
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devil,
when
dumb
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miration at it;

He
15 But none of them said:
casteth out devils by Beezlebub, the
prince qf devils.
16 And others tempting, asked of
him a sign from heaven.
17 But seeing their thoughts, said
tn them: Every kingdom divided
against itself, shall be bought to desolation, and house upon house shall
fall.;.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial 0401.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Ignacio
Trujillo of" Coyote, N. M., who, on
August 6, 1906, made homestead enof N. E.
try No. 9744, for S.
of S. E.
and N.
of Section 5,
Township 22 N., Range 3 E., N. M.,
has filed notice of intention to make
final five-yea-r
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the probate clerk at Tlerra Amarilla,
N. M.. on April 20, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Nestor Martinez and Juan Manuel Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1-- 2
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Express
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18 And if Satan also be divided
against himself, how shall his kingdom stand? because you ; say, that
through Beezlebub I cast out devils.
19 Now if I cast out devils by Beezlebub, by whom do your children
cast them out? Therefore they shall
be your judges.
.20 Now if I by the finger of God
cast out devils; doubtless the king-
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WILLARD, HEW MEXICO.
The Live Commercial

City of the Estancia
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NEW MEXICO.;

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico Was laid out in the fall of 1905. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runnine east, and wast
Chicago to al! California points and the NewMexico Central Railroad runmug
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection ytxia cue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

M

LOCATED ON BELENXUT-OFSANTA FEJRY- -

F

Of

f own LefcPree
!

To Encourage the Building of more Homes
in

BELEN,

we will give one adjoining lot

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

FREE

This Opportunity is Extended

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

THE

COMPANY

for a Limited Time Only

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

LEW TOWWSITE

WILLARD TOWWSITE

20

SSI

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOR HOUSES.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with intf rest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildirjgs.

semi-annuall-

& &
w &

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

:

INFORMATION

: : APPLY TO : : :

FOK

MAPS-AN-

LOTS FRO M $350.00 TO

$500-00- -

ADDRESS

New Mexico.

The Belen Town

D

OTHER
INFORMATION

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

Wiflard,

-

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.
THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00- AND BUSINESS

&

Improvement Co.

dress and he spoke to and shook
For that rea- buqwrque, thus making it unneces- hands with several
profits of the well-to-dhundred people
to
Washingson in the allotment of grazing privi- sary to take complaints
who as they filed past him, were into
adjust
it
possible
leges, the man with a few head of ton and making
He troduced by Colonel Jose D. Sena.
sheep or cattle was always favored in all difficulties on the ground.
He listened attentively, afterward,
Antonio
San
eliminate
to the owner of large promised to
preference
Re- in Governor Curry's office, to a comForest
Jemez
the
from
mountain
herds.
it was mittee consisting of Judge John R. FOR RENT OR SALE A good
dience.
Tall and spare, with eyes
He described, how upon his first serve, if upon Investigation
not McFie, Judge A. J. Abbott, Judge N.
deep set and thoughtful, hair sprink- meeting with Governor Curry there found to be true that it should
typewriter. J. B .Sloan.
the
Reserve, B. Laughlin and Paul A. F. Walter, of
in
included
led with gray, aquiline nose and clean
been
have
up an apparent antagonism
Society, who
Archaeological
other difficulties the
cut features that betokened a char- sprung
WANTED Girl to do housework.
but that now that they understood and promised that
on beinfluence
his
to
enlist
and
sought
v
acter of force and yet of kindness, each other as
would be settled expeditiously
at New Mexican Office.
Apply
same
for
the
working
the service half of the completion of the Scenic
that
insisted
He
he impressed even the casual student
justly.
Reobject they are the best of friends.
of human nature as a man who was He
must know of complaints before it Highway across the Pecos Forest
FOR SALE Good
upright piano,
a road
of
paid a rare tribute to the chief
construction
serve
the
and
if
any
and
that
them
bound to make an impress upon what- executive of the
Furniture
at
company
Wagner
and told could remedy
nqulre
the
to
Reserve
on
Forest
territory
the Jemez
ever cause he would champion. His of the enthusiasm of Governor
saw trouble approaching that
store.
,
Curry settler
communal
and
cliff
ruins
famous
much
is
service for it
very mannerisms, such as rapid twitch- in the conservation movement.
He he warn the
los
de
Frijoles.
to fix buildings in the Rito
ing of his eyelashes and his peculiar was glad to say that New Mexico was easier to avoid trouble than
WANTED Girl for general house
Mr. Pinchot was much Interested and
come.
it
has
after
matters
motion of the right hand bringing it one of thirty-seveup
work.
to
have
states
a
Apply to Mrs. W. G. Sargent,
advised ways and means to attain the
AND HE SUCCEEDED WELL down two or three times within a
Mr. Pinchot said that the Forest desired
avenue .
Don
conservation commission and hoped
most
Gasper
his
end, promising
few inches of the table and then fin- for speedy statehood for the common- Service is anxious for
assistance.
and
hearty
ally altogether, whenever he empha- wealth. In this connection he urged
WANTED Houses to build by day
with every Interest not antagonistic Those who conferred with him were
to
a
warmed
his
sized
or
Cleared
up
point,
and
or contract. First class mechanic.
the passage of a conservation bill
Misunderstandings
or
apand
with
his
frankness
charmed
uses
which
welfare
subject, helped to strengthen the bond the taking of an inventory of terri to the public
as well as his inter- Work reasonable.
Away by Business Talk
can use the national forests. He parent sincerity,
of sympathy and interest with his torial resources.
in good roads.
est
r.omnlaint made
hearers.
WANTED Houses to build by day
of the Chief Forester.
After leaving the Capitol Mr. PinReturning to the forests, he ex
It wasn't an eloquent talk he made, plained how the man who desires to 'with a view to avoid misunderstand chot went to the Federal building and or contract. First class mechanic.
but his words were well chosen, al- take up a dry farming homestead on ings, prevent injustice, promote devel- visited the forestry and other offices. Work reasonable. Apply at this office.
It was a significant joint session of most classic In their conciseness. He a forest
The Forest Service exists While in Santa Fe the Chief Forreserve has the advantage opment.
AssemThirty-eightto
and
the
Legislative
protect the National For- - ester was the guest of
spoke rather rapidly, but clearly,
of the homesteader
on the public not only
TO CURE DIPHTHERIA
e
business-likests.
in
a
exists
It
in
just as much to' de- and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, personal
argument
direct,
lands, by having an opportunity to
bly, one that will be given a' place
the
of
rather than with rhetorical embellish
them. He gave statistics
BY NEW TREATMENT
his for many years. Mr.
.
history and that will bring rich re ments. He first traced the brief his make a year's trial of the land before velop
il.. luieaia friends of
or umber witnin me
amount
new
Is
it.
a
a
He
New
Pinchot
upon
birth,
filing
by
explained
Englander
sults in time; that convened on Sat
amount which but a citizen of New York, and his Experiment at Steele Hospital With
tory of the conservation movement method under
by which of New Mexico, the
urday afternoon at four o'clock in the and then dwelt upon its wide scope, those who live consideration,
had
cut
been
the past few years to forefathers came from Pike county,
on forest reserves may
Germ
Eradicator That Has
beautiful Hall of Representatives at its
or
and
to be sold and prombe
its
significance.
secure
away
given
potentialities
timber
for
fuel
and
other
Startled
In
and
manners
pursymGermany.
Pennsylvania.
Hon.
Gifford
the Capitol to hear
Of course, no speaker can well sepa- poses free of charge without loss of ised that everything would be done
at Denver is to
pathies, however, he appeared thorSteele
The
chief forester of the United rate
hospital
this movement from the person- time
a ranger to still further increase the revenues oughly western. He can be assured be the first experimental field in thi.i
States, on the subject of the conserva- ality of President Roosevelt, on ac- and caused by hunting up
making application to him. He 'so that the $25,000 received by the that he took Santa Fe by storm tfnd country for the new cerm eradicator
tion of national resources, and par- count of the
he has taken In In- explained, too, that the
part
prospector and last year, 25 per cent of the total would that he has today many more admir- 'hat has created a senati;in in v.r-iranticularly the forests in New Mexico. augurating and furthering it, and Mr. the
miner, had the same rights and he materially increased. The amount ers in New Mexico than he ever had
The discovery, it is said, will
Gallery and floor were crowded with Pinchot paid a fine tribute to the
on the forest reserve as which New Mexico receives each before. Yesterday morning he left revolutionize the treatnvm. of
privileges
a
an audience truly, representative not
all they had on the public domain. He year for this miroose will increase as over the Santa Fe for
Rough Rider President, which
Denver, where
dan-gcbut of knew was
rob
the
of
and
dis5a,?
its
only of the Capital,
heartfelt, for the knowledge showed cogently why it is unwise to the forests reach a higher and higher he will remain several days and then
In
for
the entire Territory,
Experiments w;h 'he remedy
of the friendship of the two men and confine forest reserves only to saw state of development and the best go to Grand Junction and Delta, to
hit i ben made in Gerumnv, 'jut the
it were represented almost every their admoratlon for each other is timber
reuse
is
made
of
possible
every
connection
this
make addresses. Santa Fe hopes that
and in
painted
conceivable Industrial, political and
'
the- United
;
the future of New Mexico in glowing source. The Forest Service will do Chief Forester Pinchot will find occa- medical profession in
public property. .
official interest, men as well as
to
not
States
been
has
introduced
yet
its
to
best
the
proshelp
legitimate
sion very soon and frequently thereHaving thus outlined his subject in colors.
ft:, was1 also a brilliant gathit.
Mr, Pinchot announced
that the pectors and miners and to give them after to visit it and be Its guest.
ering reflecting the culture and up- Its general aspects, Mr. Pinchot nar
The scientific name of the eradiand protection which they
lift of the commonwealth. Many who rowed down to forestry and from that greater part of the Mescalero Reser- advantages
do not enjoy on lands outside the NaThe
cator
Is baccillus pyocoyanues.
came late could not gain admission, to the forestry needs and its aims in vation has ' just been added to the tional Forest's. The
Unequaled as a Cure for Croup.
of everv
riacillus
benefit
around
a
revolves
discovery
"Besides
an excellent remedy
for every seat was taken; The Coun- New Mexico. He asked earnestly for Lincoln Forest Reserve, which was reasonable
doubt Is to be given the for colds being
cil came to the chamber in a body the
and throat troubles, Chanv that, It is believed, w'll kill tho diphof the people of the news to most New Mexicans. He then miner.
Tne Forest Service stands
berlain's Cough Remedy is unequaled theria bacillus. The ferment, which is
and members as well as employes territory, he pleaded for the appoint- took up, one by one, types of vari resolutely bv the
nollnv
rireferrlnz
- vm.
. nf
"
"
V
0
s'
f
were given seats of honor in "front ment of advisory boards by
as a cure for croup," says Harry Wil- the principle of the remedy, dissolves
ous complaints that had come to the to
the small man make a living son of
help
the membranes in the throat without
of the Speaker's' rostrum. Speaker
associations and others, Forestry headquarters from New Mex ratner man
Waynetown, Ind. When given
man make as
the
help
large
harm to the delicate tissues.
doing
soon as the croupy cough appears,
Mlera yielded the gavel to President boards, which have been of great help ico and promised to investigate them, a
profit.
membranes cause the most
These
in
introhis
who
address
of
to
will
this
He
the
attack.
that
the
insisted
the service.
and wherever and whenever they
Spiess
prevent
remedy
Mr.
Pinchot
Rnnlre
warm
wnrria
nf
in the treatment of diphtheria,
trouble
It is used successfully in many thouduction gave evidence of his oratori- forestry and the conservation pol- could - be, to remedy the conditions DralSG
T
for Hon Snlnmnn
The ferment is now being manufacU
WWU
J sands of homes.
14UI1U)
cal powers and assured Mr. - Pin-ch- icies were to help the people, the complained of. To bring the forestry
For sale by all
W. Kelley and other citizens of New
tured and experiments will soon be
if he had any doubt before, plain people, to give the poor man a service nearer to the people, district
inwho
Mexico,
had
a
In Steele hospital by Dr. W. C.
taken
keen
begun
that his coming was indeed consid chance rather than to increase the headquarters had been opened at Al- - terest
in the conservation movement,
The New Mexican ean do printing Mitchell, city bacteriologist, under tho
anu aweic upon the importance in
equal to that done in any of the large personal direction of Health CommisNew Mexico, especially, of the preser.
cities. Our solicitor,, every piece of sioner Sharpley,
CONTAINS IfO vation of running waters and of the work we turn out Try our stock
,
range.
once and you will certainly come
A Pleasant Physic.
The sneaker tnntr nnt" sniffvvo on
nnui
M
When you want a pleasant physio
again. We have all the faciltlea for
MVU
"
i
I
Tl II II III! Mill II A I I
M
l
bllt hft flnnnrantiv nnxravaA Vila BuMait turning out every class of
4
work, In- give Chamberlain's Stomach and
DRUGS
well. He was frequently interrupted cluding one of the beet binderies in Liver Tablets a trial.
J,;
T
a
They are mild
urn.
i i inures
oy
ppiause ana commanded the clos- the West
and geptle in their action and always
urippc, Asmma, nroat Tb omuiM fa
est attention of legislators and others
produce a pleasant cathartic effect
end Lung: Troubles. Prevents Pneumonia and Consumption
In his audience.
An Informal recepIf you want aaythMg on earth trj Call at hny drug store for a tree
tion was tendered him after his ad a New Mexican want "ad."
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ered an honor and that his welcome
was the most hearty that a hospitable
people could give. Mr. Pinchot, when
he arose, before he even spoke a
word, created a favorable impression
that enlisted the sympathy of his au-
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but to endeavor each year to present ment of taxes for 1909, The bill pass- nients by the steering committee and
something better than the previous ed unanimously,
passed unanimously.
A message from Governor Curry an- House Bill No. 182, by Brice, to
season.
PHONE
The III Henry show this year is announced that he had vetoed House amend chapter 107, Laws, of 1903, in
(Continued From Page Five.)
PHONE
NO. 92.
to county horticultural
NO. 92.
production, Bill No. 256, removing the county seat reference
Mrs. F. C. "Wilson will not be at This does not mean that it is not up- - of Sierra county from Hillsboro to boards, passed unanimously.
it
home to callers until after March 23.
House Bill No. 171, by Martinez, an
or that the end men are crack-- ! Cutter and adding part of the Jornado
ANOTHER CAR OP THOSE
Juan J. Ortiz, merchant and prom- ing jokes that crossed the Delaware del Muerto to Sierra county from
act for the government of the Nuestra
corro county. The reason for the veto de la Senora de Rosarlo and Fer- Is in the city today
inent
Washington
COLORADO CORN
from Galisteo, southern Santa Fe
The
place was that the measure was not fair to nandez de Santiago land grants in Rio
performance takes
county.
Wednesday night at the opera house. in peopie oi sierra county, wno ArriDa county, was. passed unani
THIS IS THE BEST BEEF THAT
should be given an opportunity to mously.
Forest Ranger L. A. Schartzer of Don't miss it.
vote on the question. The veto was
Council Substitute for Council Bill
IS COMING TO SANTA FE.
Canjilon, Rio Arriba county, is regissustained
No.
motion
51, to amend the banking laws
tered at the Coronado.
upon
unanimously
COUNTY
OF
CHANGE
and providing for an assistant to the
Hon. H. B. Ferguson, attorney and
SEAT IN SIERRA of Blattman.
House Bill No. 280 was introduced traveling auditor, was passed.
at one lime delegate to Congress from
Brown. It appropriates $5,000 to
Council Substitute for House Bill
by
New Mexico, is one of many
(Continued From First Page,
who arrived last evening.
who do straighten the course of the Dry Cl - No. 213, an act relative to legal pub
our
villilications
people
against
A
Judge A. P. Abbott, U. S. Attorney not deserve them. We are a part of marron river at Folsom. Union lication was taken up for passage.
Brown defended the bill dispassionfor the Pueblo Indians, and Clinton the American people.
We believe county.
From the same place these are MILK CALVES and as fine
The house then went into commit- ately and calmly. Moffett said it cre.1. Crandall,
superintendent of the IT. ourselves worthy of beinjr such and
tee of the whole and behind closed ated a newspaper
S. Indian Industrial School In this
as you ever saw and we dont hoid you up on the price either
monopoly and comdesire to be considered as such ami
city, and of the northern Pueblos, left to take part as the Constitution in- doors took up the consideration of pelled the people to support the newsthis forenoon for Taos to be gone tended we should, In the administra- the general appropriation bill at the papers, allowing them no latitude in
A A
A
where It had been left off on choosing their mediums.
several
days on official business.
Roberts
m
tion of the affairs of this greatest of point
i
i
i
Friday afternoon of last week. Every said that the bill In his judgment has
Willard has a
represen- all governments.
step in the bill is being fought vigor- many good features, including the retation in town to fight for the removal
8
T. B. CATRON,
o
i
ously. When the committee rose it peal of the public printer law. The
to
of
seat
from
the
Estancla
county
Chairman Steering Committee.
IVILMI CC LI V L
was to meet
$ Willard. In the party are B. L. Jackthis evening at man who has the nerve to establish a
Council Bill No. 148, by President 7:30 o'clock. again
House adjourned
The
son, J. B. Underwood, W. A.
daily newspaper in New Mexico
an act to amend
to 2 o'clock this afternoon.
. Spiess,
John T. Kelly and L. E.
should have the public support. He
307 of Section 2G85 of the Compiled
by the Governor.
Signed
to
asserted that there is not a single
New
Mexico, relating
Laws of
Governor Curry this afternoon notiQuite an army of protestors from civil procedure, was passed unaninewspaper in the Territory that
fied both houses that he has signed daily
Estancla against proposed county seat mously.
pays a profit. He pronounced an elothe following: Council Joint Memolegislation, spent Sunday in Santa Fe,
quent eulogy of the daily newspaper.
Council Bill No. 149, by Upton, an rial No. 5,
praying the approval of
The
and registered at the Claire.
act to prohibit intoxicating liquors chapter 75 of the Acts of the 36th The bill passed 14 to 9 votes.
members of the party, who are fightAs the New Mexican went to press
upon armory grounds and in armory Legislative Assembly, providing for a
ing against the removal of the county buildings, was passed unanimously.
both houses were still in session.
bond issue of $75,000 for the terriseat are Earl Scott W. J. Hurdin F.
Council Joint Resolution No. 12, torial insane
asylum.
A. J.
H. Ayers, Frank L. Chavez,
that all bills passed be considered enCouncil
Joint
Resolution No. 16,
R.
Green, Julius Meyer and Charles
rolled and engrossed, was passed.
and thanks to Senator Hengreetings
Easley.
Council Substitute for Council Bill ry M. Teller of Colorado.
g
Incorporators.
No. 51, was recalled and reconsidered,
Council Bill No. 44, an act to amend
The Jowell Gold and Mining Comand amended so that
section 1971 of the Compiled Laws
BUY FOR CASH AND SAVE MONEY
:!
filed,
bank reports provided for by the bill, of 1897, limiting the compensation of pany of Phoenix, Arizona, today
office
of
in
the
incorporation
papers
and
loss
and
The profits saved on
salary,
should be made on certain days
appraisers of estates to a maximum Territorial
Jaffa.
Nathan
From Page 2.)
(Continued
which
Secretary
in
a
year
of $50.
giving private banks
through bad accounts comes to you in lower prices.
The capitalization is $1,250,000, and
Council Bill No. 62, an act providto comply with the act.
New Mexico headquarters are at
the
GIRLS WANTED Girls are wanted
an
House Bill No. 189, by Garcia,
ing for the appointment of district at- Jowell, near Hachita, Grant county.
to work in a tailor shop. Call at
asloan
and
act relative to building
torneys, prescribing their duties and The
Phone Ho. 4.
Nathan Salmon's store.
Incorporators and directors are:
unanimously.
sociations,
passed
providing for their compensation.
E.
E.
Defeat College Team Yesterday afMattinson, D. T. Blankinship,
Council Bill No. 68, an act entitled Jhn
House Bill No. 119, by Sanchez,
Is designated the territorial
ternoon the Capital Baseball team dea
of
for the appointment
cui
section oo oine
t ' Steve A. Kelsey, and T. M.
feated a team from St. Michael's Col- providing
for McKinley county, Compiled Laws of New Mexico of
district
attorney
Fa
lege by a score of 9 to 8, playing a was passed unanimously.
1897, relating to corporations.
The" Flnnigan.Brown Company, with
game.
House Bill No. 30, an act relating
House Bill No. 251, by Pacheco, an
at Houston and El Paso,
Hotels Crowded The hotels are
headquarters
act providing that railroads be given to the sale of a portion of a stock
COAL AND WOOD
again filling up to full capacity with an extension of time of two years to of merchandise other than in the s Texas incorporated today by filing
D visitors desirous of being present to
apers in tne offlce of Territorial
tracks on surveys already adopted, dinary course of trade and for other secretary Nathan Jaffa The capital
lay
of
the
witness
the
present
RETAIL
no.
AND
WHOLESALE
closing
purposes ,and providing a penalty, to is $45 000 and tne object3 of the
was passed only Gallegos voting
legislative session.
House Bill No. 177, by Stackhouse,
defrauding of creditors.
jpany are to engage In the wool and
of
Claimed By Old Age Juan Vigil
Amended House Bill No. 28, an act nlde
amend Chapter 91, of the Laws
Screened Raton Lump
$4.50 per ton
to
businesg ln New Mexico with
offdied today at hig home on Canon
section 30 of chapter 104, flces at Albuquerque, where James J.
in reference to keeping an
"
1907,
"
5.25
Monero
street at the advanced age of ninety icial 'record of births and deaths, was Laws of 1907, to
provide for the man-- j Davldson will be the New Mexico
41
"
"
years. Senility was the cause. The
of the territorial lands, being'
agement
6.00
Cerrillos
unanimously.
passed
agent The incorporators and direct--a
funeral will be held Wednesday mornnew land commissioner's act.
Council Bill No. 150, was introduced
ors are. R K Palne and E w.
ing.
House Bill No. 37, an act to amend
that an
providing
of Houston, Texas, and F.
Gruendler
Baca,
Estevan
by
Librado
Johnson
Young Lady Dies
Sawed Wood and Kindling
Anthracite Coal all sizes
remitted on delinquent o.uxi , ui unupuer do, liaws or istui), w. Brown of El Paso.
Duran, penalties be
de Duran, wife of Mariano
has been ob- to regulate the practice of osteopathy,
Notaries Public Appointed.
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing Coal
died yesterday at the early age of 20, taxes whether judgment
House Bill No. 62, an act to prevent
or, not, protheir
The
for
payment
tained
following notaries public were
the
of
the cause being rheumatism
1, injury to telegraph
and telenhone appointed by Governor Curry: A. M.
July
by
are
taxes
paid
the
heart. The funeral will take place viding
comHove, Carlsbad, for Eddy county; Eli- 1909. Referred to the steering
tomorrow.
House
Bill
No.
an
act
to
73,
amend
jah H. Bruce of Blacktower, for Curry
mittee.
Aged Inhabitant Dies Yesterday
1774 and 1775 of the Com-- ! county; Hobart R. Miller of Texico,
sections
local
option
two
Phone No. 85, Office Garfield Avenue,
Nmt A. T., A S. F. Depot.
Prince
presented
claimed
the wife of
pneumonia
and a petition from citizens piled Laws relating to fees of justices for Curry county; Clarence N. Rich-o- f
Charles Hines, a well known cook. petitions
the peace and constables.
against
ards of Carlsbad for Eddy county; J.
years of Lincoln county protesting
Mrs. Hines was about sixty-twHouse Judiciary Committee Substi- - j Wesley Key of Carlsbad for Eddy
the
of
boundaries
in
the
change
of age. The funeral took place this any
tute for House-Bi-ll
No. 79, an act to' county; James E. Orr of La Luz, for
county.
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
all
make
under cer- - Otero county; James S. Fitzhugh of
unpersonal
property
recess
The Council then took a
Noon Arrivals at the Hotels Palace
n
tain circumstances subject to execu- Clovis for Curry county; Ambrose
the
steering
to
n. m. til 4 o'clock,
permit
Frank Hubbell, Albuquerque;
for
the
for
Otero
forth
of
thereof.
Pinion,
purchase
county;
price
Louis C. Ilfeld, committee to pass on a number of
Dougherty, Socorro;
House Bill No. 87, an act relating
Ribera y Martinez of San
:
, ;.
Las Vegas; T. H. O'Brien, F. P. Luker, measures referred to it.
to improvement districts in cities and (Miguel, for San Miguel county.
HOUSE.
H. G. Held, Denver; Edward Hueck,
incorporated towns.
Monday Morning.
Ludenscheid, Germany. Claire E. F.
House Bill No. 124, to provide for
the
When Speaker Miera called
Howes, Alamosa; T. W. Hanna,
indeterminate
sentence and parole.
member
except
A.
B. Baca, House to order, every
M. Boyle, Clovis;
House Bill No. 196. placing
the
was
and
present
Baca
Socorro.
Baker
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
of Sandoval in the, Albuquer
confer-flinty
as
SaturMiera
On
Mass
next
appointed
Speaker
66
Anniversary
Atchison,
Amalgamated,
auorney s district.
103
102
N. Y. C, 123
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